ABSTRACT. Let S : X -> X, T: Y -► K be continuous maps of compact metrizable spaces, and let 7r : X -► Y be a continuous surjection with 7r o S = Ton. We investigate the notion of relative pressure, which was introduced by Ledrappier and Walters, and study some maximal relative pressure functions that tie in with relative equilibrium states. These ideas are connected with the notion of compensation function, first considered by Boyle and Tuncel, and we show that a compensation function always exists when S and T are subshifts. A function F £ C{X) is a compensation function if P(S, F + <j>oir) = P(T,4>) V(j> £ C(Y). When S and T are topologically mixing subshifts of finite type, we relate compensation functions to lifting X-invariant measures to S-invariant measures, obtaining some results of Boyle and Tuncel. We use compensation functions to describe different types of quotient maps ir. An example is given where no compensation function exists.
P(T,4>) V(j> £ C(Y)
. When S and T are topologically mixing subshifts of finite type, we relate compensation functions to lifting X-invariant measures to S-invariant measures, obtaining some results of Boyle and Tuncel. We use compensation functions to describe different types of quotient maps ir. An example is given where no compensation function exists.
0. Introduction. When S: X -* X, T: Y -> Y are continuous maps of compact metrizable spaces and n : X -► Y is a continuous surjection with iroS = To it, the concept of relative pressure has been defined and studied by Ledrappier and Walters [L,W] . We continue this study in §1 by considering equivalent definitions and invariance properties. In §2 we study a maximal average relative pressure function W : C(X) -► R, where C(X) denotes the space of all real-valued continuous functions on X. It is a convex function, and we study its tangent functionals. These are closely related to relative equilibrium states.
A compensation function for (S, T, it) is a function F £ C(X) with P(S,F + <pon) = P(T,<P) V0eC(Y), where P(S, •) is the pressure of S and P(T, ■) is the pressure of T. Boyle and Tuncel have shown the importance of such functions [B,T] . In §3 we show that a compensation function always exists when S and T are subshifts. We also obtain equivalent conditions for a function to be a compensation function. For a topologically mixing subshift of finite type S : X -► X there is an extensive theory of equilibrium states: in particular, many functions have unique equilibrium states. In §4 we consider a class T(X) of such functions, and when S and T are both topologically mixing subshifts of finite type, we connect the idea of compensation function to that of lifting equilibrium states of functions in T(Y) to equilibrium states of functions in 7(X). In particular, if the unique measure of maximal entropy for T lifts to the equilibrium state of a function / £ 7(X) then / + c is a compensation function for some c £ R. One can characterise different kinds of quotient maps it by the type of compensation functions they admit, and we give examples of some of these types. The example of Marcus, Petersen and Williams [M,P,W] is shown to have no compensation function in 7(X).
In §5 we give an example where no compensation function exists and S, T are topologically transitive homeomorphisms.
We shall use notation from [W3] . If S: X -> X is a continous map of a compact metrizable space then M(X, S) will denote the space of all 5-invariant Borel probability measures on X. A Borel subset B of X will be called a total probability set for S if p(B) = 1 V/x £ M(X, S). If p £ M(X, S) then hß(S) will denote the measure-theoretic entropy of S relative to p. The topological entropy of S will be denoted by h(S). We use C(X) for the space of real-valued continuous functions on X, and 11/11 denotes the supremum norm of / £ C(X). The pressure of S evaluated at / £ C(X) is denoted P(S, f). All logarithms used are natural logarithms. Recall that p £ M(X, S) is an equilibrium state of / £ C(X) if hß(S) + / /dp = P(S, f).
When S: X -> X, T:Y^>Y are continuous maps of compact metrizable spaces and it: X -» Y is a continuous surjection with it o S = T o tt, we shall use relative entropy hß(S\r), p £ M(X,S), defined as follows [A,R] . Let hß(S\r) = sup{/im(S|t, £)|£ is a finite partition of X} and hß(S\T, 0 = JKm ±hJ ( V/ S-'t j /ir-hy j , where £y is the partition of Y into points. We have MS) = Kon-ÁT) + K(S\T), p e M(x, s) [A,R] . It can happen that hß(S) and hß0n-i(T) are both infinite but MS|t) 's finite, so in these cases consideration of hß(S\r) makes sense whereas hß(S) -hß0ir-i(T) does not. However, when hß(S) < 00, M^It) = hß(S) -/iM07r-i(T). Throughout the paper S: X -► X, T: Y -> Y denote continuous maps of compact metrizable spaces, and tt: X -► Y denotes a continous surjection with ttS = Ttt. In some sections we make additional assumptions, which are stated at the beginning of the sections. Members of C(Y) will normally be denoted by Greek letters <p,t[i, etc., and members of C(X) by f,g,h, etc. For / £ C(X), (Snf) (x) denotes Y%ZZ¿ f(Slx), and for cp & C(Y), (Tncp)(y) denotes £?=o (¡>(Tly).
I P(S,ir,f) dm = sup \hIÀ(S\T) + / / dp | p £ M(X, S) and /zott-1 = m I .
We shall call this result the relative variational principle. (It reduces to the usual variational principle when Y is a space with only one point.)
Throughout this section the maps S, T, ix will be as described above. We shall assume P(S,it,f)(y) never takes the value oo, for each / G C(X); by Proposition 1.1 this is equivalent to the function P(S, 7r,0)(y) never taking the value oo. This assumption holds when h(S) < oo. There are the following elementary properties which are proved in the same way as the corresponding statements for pressure.
(See [W8, p. 214] .) Proposition l.l. Iff,g£C(X), y£Y andc£R, then (i) f<9 implies P(S,n,f)(y) < P(S,7t,g)(y), (n)\P(S,n,f)(y)-P(S,n,g)(y)\<\\f-g\\, (iii) P(S,n, -)(y) is a convex, real-valued function on C(X), (iv) P(S, it,f + c)(y) = P(S, it, f)(y) + c, (y)P(S,n,f + goS-g)(y) = P(S,7t,f)(y).
As in the case of (nonrelative) pressure there is a definition of relative pressure using spanning sets rather than separated sets. One says that a subset F of X (n, ¿)-spans 7r_1(y) if Vx £ n^1(y)3z £ F such that maxo<¿<n_id(S'íx, S1z) < 6.
For / G C(X) let Qn(S,7T,f,6)(y) = inf j £ exp((5n/)(z))| F(n, ¿>)-spans n~1(y) and F C tt~1(y) PROPOSITION 1.2. For each f G C(X) andy£Y, PiS,n,f)(y) = liinlimsup-logQn(S,7r,/,£)(y).
o-+0 n-too Tí
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. In the definition of Pn(S, n, f, 6)(y) it suffices to take the supremum over the collection of those (n, ¿)-separated sets which are maximal (in the sense that the addition of any point of it~x (y) forces the new set to not be (n, ¿)-separated). Such a maximal (n, ¿)-separated subset of Tt~1(y) is a set which (n,¿)-spans Tr_1(y), so Qn(S,ir,f,6)(y) < Pn(S,TT,f,6)(y). Therefore limlim8up-logQn(5,7r,/,i)(y) < P(S,it, f)(y).
¿-»0 ri->oo n For 6 > 0 let
Let E C it~1(y) be (n, ¿)-separated, and let F C 7r_1(y) be a set which (n,6/2)-spans t:~1(y). Define a map $: E -► F by choosing $(x) G F so that
The fact that E is (n, <5)-separated implies that $ is one-to-one. Therefore
Hence Qn(S,7t,f,6/2)(y) > exp(-nv(f,6/2))Pn(S,ir,f,6)(y).
Since v(f,6/2) goes to zero as <5 goes to zero, this finishes the proof. D Note that, by the first part of the proof, we always have Qn(S,TT,f,6)(y)<Pn(S,Tt,f,6)(y).
The above proof also shows that if we define Q"(S, it, f, 6)(y) to be isinf t 2^ exp((S"/)(x))|F(n,«5)-spans it x(y) \ , [xeF > we get PiS,ir,f)(y) = limlimsup-logQ"(S,7r,/,6)(j/).°-»0 n-»oo rt
We can also define relative pressure by using open covers. If 7 is an open cover of X and X\ is a subset of X, we let ')\x1 denote the cover of Xi by the sets C n Xi, C £ 7. For an open cover a of X, f £ C(X), y G Y and n > 1, let qn(S,n,f,a)(y) = inf ¿ V inf exp((S"/)(x)) I se/3 fn-l /3 is a finite subcover of ( y S *a ,¿=0
t-M»).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and pn(S,Tt,f,a)(y) = 'mf\J2 supexp((S"/)(x)) | Be/3iGB <n-\ ß is a finite subcover of U S la ,t=0
n-1(y)
Clearly qn(S, it, f, a)(y) < pn(S, n, f, a)(y).
We have the following connections with Qn and Pn. Recall that the diameter, diam(a), of a cover a is the supremum of the diameters of all the members of the cover a. qn(S,7t,f,a)(y)<Qn(S,7rJ,6/2)(y).
(ii) If e > 0 and 7 is an open cover of X with diam(7) < e, then Pn(S,7T,/,e)(y)<p"(S,7r,/,7)(2/).
PROOF. We shall use B(x; e) to denote the closed ball in X of radius s. (i) If F is a subset of 7r_1(y) which (n, <S/2)-spans tt~1(y), then *-Hy)c UflS-S(S'x;¿/2). xGF ¿=0 Therefore qn(S,7t,f,a)(y) < £ exp((Sn/)(x)).
xSF Hence qn(S,TT,f,a)(y)<Qn(S,Tr,f,6/2)(y).
(ii) Let E be an (n, e)-separated subset of 7r_1(y). No member of V^Jo S~l7 contains more than one element of E, so we have ]TexP((Sn/)(x))<pn(S,7r,/,7)(2/). xeE Therefore Pn(S, 7t, f, e)(y) < Pn(S, 7T, /, 7)(y). D
The following result helps to calculate relative pressure. v(f,6) = Sup{\f(x)-f(x')\ \d(x,x')<6}, then pn(S, it, f, a)(y) < e™V<Vqn(S, it, f, a)(y) Vy G Y.
Let 6k = diam(afc). Then Pn{S,Tr,f,6k){y) < pniS,it,f,ak){y) by Lemma l.l(ii). Therefore P(S,n,f)(y) < liminflimsup-logpn(5,7r,/,Qfc)(y) k »oo ji-»-oo Tí < liminflimsup-logcjn(S,7r, /, ak)(y).
k »oo n-,00 n Let ek be a Lebesgue number for ak. By Lemma l.l(i) we have qn(S, it, f, ctk)(y) < Pn(S,7t,f,ek/2)(y). Therefore e-nvV^pn(S,ir,f,ak)(y) < qn(S,n,f,ak)(y) < Pn(S,Tt,f,ek/2)(y) and -v(f, 6k) + lim sup -logpn(5,7T, /, ak)(y) < lim sup -log qn(S, it, f, ak)(y)
n-»oo n, n-»oo n, <P(S,nJ)(y). ]yGY"| lim -log pn (S, n,f, a) (y) exists \ n-oo n J is a total probability set for T.
PROOF. We have, for all n, k > 1, Pn+k(S,7T, /, oi){y) < pn(S, it, f, a)(y) ■ pk(S, it, f, a)(Tny), so the subadditive ergodic theorem gives the result. D COROLLARY 1.1. For a sequence {otk}f of open covers of X with diam(afc) -► 0, the set of all points y £Y at which P(S,ir,f)(y) = lim lim -logp"(5,7r,/,afe)(y)
fc-»oo n-»oo n = lim liminf-logçn(S,7r,/,0!fc)(y)
fc-»oo n-»oo n for all f £ C(X) is a total probability set.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. Since C(X) is separable, it is enough to consider the set Yf where the above equalities hold for a particular / G C(X). Using the notation of the proof of Proposition 1.3, we have e--</AW$, n, f, ak)(y) < qn(S, it, f, ak)iy) < PniS, it, f, ak)(y).
The result follows from Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.3. D PROPOSITION 1.4. Let Y0 consist of all points y £Y for which, V/ G C(X), P(S,it,f)(y) = \xm\xmmî-Qn(S,it,f,6)(y)
S-»0 n-»oo n = lim lim inf -log Pn (S, it, f, 6) (y).
à-»0 n-»oo n Then Yo is a total probability set for T.
PROOF. It suffices to show that for each / G C(X) the set Yf of points y where the expressions agree is a total probability set.
Let ak be the cover of X by all open balls of radius 3//c, and let 7^ be any cover
of X by open balls of radius l/2fc.
') < e}, then we easily get e-nv(ffi/k)pn<s,7T, /, ak)(y) < qn(S, it, f, ak)(y), so that, by Lemma 1.1, e-nviWk)Pn(S,«,f,<*k)(y) < qn(S, it, f, ak)(y) < Qn(S, it, f, \/k)(y) < Pn(S,it,f,l/k)(y) <Pn(S,ir,f,lk)(y).
By Lemma 1.2, {y G F| limn_oo ft-1 logpn(S, it, f, af){y) exists} is a total probability set Yk for each k. At points of Dfcli ^fc we can nTS^ take limsupj^oo in the above string of inequalities and then liminf"_>00 and use Corollary 1.1. □ We note that in the conclusion of Proposition 1.4 the set Yq can be different from Y. The reason is that if y is a point in Yq and we put / = <p o it for <fi £ C(Y), then limn^oc n"1 Y17=o HTlv) exists.
We now consider invariance properties of relative pressure. PROPOSITION 1.5. For each f G C(X) andy£Y we have PiS,noS, f)(y) = PiS,it,f)iy).
PROOF. The fibre of tt o S over y is the set (ttoS)"1^) = £-%-%).
Let E be an (n, e)-separated subset of it~1(y). For each x £ E choose one point from 5_1x and let E' denote the collection of these choices. Then E' is an (n +1, e)-separated subset of (it o S)~1(y). Therefore PniS, it, f, e)(y) < Pn+1(S,itoS,f,s)(y)e^, and hence P(S,it,f)(y)<P(S,iroS,f)(y). X. For each o¿ the set {b £ B\d(SJb,S^bi) < e/2, 1 < j < n -1} is e-separated and so consists of at most d(e) points. If v(f,e) = sup{\f(x) -f(x')\ \d(x,x') < e},
xGS 0GA Therefore Pn(S, 7T o 5, /, £)(y) < d(e) exp(||/|| + (n -1)»(/, e))P"_i(S,tt, /, e/2)(y) and hence P(5)7ro5,/)(y)<P(5,7r,/)(y). D
We clearly also have P(S, itjo S)(y) = P(S, it, f)(y) Vy G Y, V/ G C(X). PROPOSITION 1.6. Por each f G C(X) and each y£Y we have P(S,it,f)(y)<P(S,it,f)(Ty).
PROOF. Since (tt o SyilfTy) = Tt~1T~1Ty D n~1y, we clearly have P(S,7roS,/)(Ty)>P(S,7T,/)(y).
The result follows from Proposition 1.5 D COROLLARY 1.2. The set {y £ Y\P(S,it, f)(Ty) = P(S,ir,f)(y) V/ G C(X)} is a total probability set for T. Hence P(S,n,f)(y) is constant a.e. with respect to each ergodic measure.
One can construct examples where P(S,ir,f)(Ty) ^ P(S,it, f)(y) for some points y, but we do have the following result. PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose that y £ Y is such that S maps it~1(y) onto it-l (Ty). ThenP(s,it,f) (Ty) = P(S, it, f) (y).
PROOF. Let E be an (n, e)-separated subset of 7r_1(Ty). Using the assumption on S, for each x £ E choose some point x' G S_1xri7r_1y.
Let E' denote the collection of these points. Since E' is an (n + l,e)-separated subset of 7r_1(y), we have P"(S,7r,/)(Ty)<exp(||/||)Pn+1(5,7r,/)(y).
Therefore P(S,it,f)(Ty)<P(S,it,f)(y).
The opposite inequality is given by Proposition 1.6. D The following result gives the behaviour of relative pressure under conjugacy. PROPOSITION 1.8. For i = 1,2 let Xí,Yí be compact metric spaces, and let Sí: Xi -► Xi, Ti : Y¿ -> Y¿, it i : Xi -> Y¿ be continuous and satisfy iti(Xi) = Yi and itiSi = Tiiti. Suppose U: Xi -► Xi, and V:Y\ -► Y2 are homeomorphisms such that it2U = Viti, USi = S2U, VTi = T2V. Then for each f £ C(XX) and y £ Yi we have P(S1,ir1,f)(y) = P(S2,ir2J°U-1)(Vy).
The proof is an easy exercise. In Theorem 4.6 we give a formula for P(S,it, f)(y) when S and T are both subshifts.
2. Some relative pressure functions.
In this section S: X -* X, T: Y -> Y will again be continuous transformations of compact metric spaces and it : X -► Y will be a continuous surjection with itS = Tit. We shall study a maximal relative pressure function W: C(X) -» R and, for each m G M(Y,T), a relative pressure function Wm :
By the relative variational principle we havê (S,ir,/) = 8up|M%) + j"fdp\peM(X,S)\.
From now on we shall write W(f) instead of W(S, it, f). We shall assume that W(f) is finite for all / G C(X). By Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to assuming M(0) is finite. Since W(0) = sup{/iii(5|r)|M € M(X, S)}, this assumption implies hpiS\r) < oo V/i G M(X, S). This assumption will hold when h(S) < oo. We LEMMA 2.1.
The following lemma gives a condition under which the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 will hold.
LEMMA 2.2. If S: X -> X is expansive (either an expansive homeomorphism or a positively expansive continuous map), then the relative entropy map h(S\r)' M(X, S) -► R, defined by /i -» /iM(5|r), is upper semicontinuous.
PROOF. By considering natural extensions it suffices to consider the case when S is an expansive homeomorphism and T is a homeomorphism. Let {Mfc}î° be a sequence in M(X, S) with ßk -* ß-Let £ be a finite partition of X with (i(d£) = 0 and such that £ is a generator with respect to each member of M(X,S).
(See PROOF. We have
To prove the converse, choose b > hß0(S\r). Consider
The set C is convex by Lemma 3.2(iii) of [L,W] . Consider C as a subset of C(X)* x R, where C(X)* has the weak*-topology. By the assumption on ßo we have (ßo, b) £ ü, where U denotes the closure of C. Since C and {(ßo,b)} are disjoint closed convex sets, there is a continuous linear functional F: C(X)* x R -> R such that F(p, t) < F{po, b) V(/z, t) £ C. We know F has the form F(p, i) = ¡ fdß + ta for some / G C(X) and some a £ R. Therefore 
Therefore ¡gdß > 0 and ß takes nonnegative values. We have ß(X) = 1, because for any integer n (positive or negative) J ndß < W(f + n) -W(f) = n. Finally, we have ß £ M(X, S), because for any integer n 
and the opposite inequality is clear. D
We know from Lemma 2.2 that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2(iii) hold when S is expansive.
It seems reasonable to call a measure that attains the supremum in suP|mS|t)+ Í fdß\ß£M(X,S)\ a relative equilibrium state for /. Theorem 2.2 implies that when the relative entropy map is upper semicontinuous the relative equilibrium states for / are precisely the tangent functionals to W at /. We shall use the following corollary in the next section. (ii) If ß £ Mm(X,S) and hß(S\r) + f f dß = Wm(f), then ß is a tangent functional to Wm at f.
(iii) Suppose the map ß -» hß(S\r), restricted to Mm(X, S), is upper semicontinuous at all tangent functional to Wm at f. If ß is a signed measure on X, then ß is a tangent functional to Wm at f iff ß £ Mm(X, S) and hß(S\r) + J f dß = Wm(f).
The proof has only slight changes from that of Theorem 2.2. In (i) we have to show that a tangent functional ß to Wm at / satisfies ß o 7t_1 =m. Let tf> G C(Y).
by the ergodic theorem.
Therefore ¡ ^dßoit~l <f <j)dm \/<¡> G C( Y), and therefore $ 4>dßoit~l = f <f>dmV(j> G C{Y). Hence ß o it'1 = m. The rest of the proof of Theorem 2.5 is like that of Theorem 2.2. Note that if S is expansive, then the conditions of (iii) hold, so that Vm G M{Y,T) and V/ G C(X) the tangent functionals to Wm at / are exactly those members of Mm(X, S) with hß(S\r) + f f dß = Wm(f). We define relative equilibrium states of / over m to be those measures that project to m and attain the maximum in 8up{MS|T) + / jMv e Mm(x, s)}.
We also note that Wm can be used to characterise Mm(X, S). Let m £ M(Y,T) and let ß be a finite signed measure on (X, B(X)). Then ß G Mm(X, S) if and only if / f dß < Wm(f) \/f £ C(X). This is a relativised version of a result of Ruelle. One can also show that if ß is a finite signed measure on (X, B(X)) then ß G M(X, S) if and only if / / dß < W(f) V/ G C(X).
3. Compensation functions.
In this section we shall consider the situation where S : X -» X and T: Y -»Y are both subshifts and it : X -» Y is a continuous surjection with it o S = T o n. To say that S : X -» X is a subshift means that X is a shift-invariant closed subset of Qk = {1,2,... ,k}z for some k > 1 and S is the restriction of the shift to X. A point of X is written x = (x"), and Sx = x', where x'n = xn+i Vn G Z. The set {1,2,..., k} is called the symbol set for X. Similarly, Y is a closed shift-invariant closed subset of Qi = {1,2,..., 1}Z for some I > 1, and T is the restriction of the shift to Y. A continuous surjection it: X -► Y with 7rS = T7T has the following form: there are integers p < q and a map 8: {1,2,..., k}q~p+1 -» {1,2,...,/} such that the j'th coordinate of 7r (x) is 6(xp+j,...,xq+j) Vj G Z, Vx G X [H] . Such maps it are often called codes. Although we consider two-sided subshifts, the results of this section also hold for one-sided subshifts.
By a block in X we mean a finite string of symbols (ao,..., at) such that there is some x G X with x" = an, 0 < n < t. If p < q are integers and an £ {1,2,... ,k}, 1 < n < q -p + 1, then p[oi,... ,aa-p+i]q denotes the set {x G X|xn = an+i_p,p < n < q}. Such a set is called a cylinder set.
If it is such that the zeroth coordinate of 7r(x) depends only on xo, we say it is a 1-block map. For any code it we can always construct another subshift X' and a homeomorphism H: X -» X' such that it o H-1 is a 1-block map. To do this (using the notation 6,p,q above), we take the symbol space for X' to be the set {1,2,..., k}q~p+1 and define H by letting the j'th coordinate of H(x) be (xp+j, xp+j+i,..., xq+j) G {1,2,..., k}g~p+1. The set X' is then defined to be the image of H.
Our aim in this section is to show there exists F £ C(X) with P(S, F + 4> ° it) = P(T,4>) M4> £ C(Y), when S,T are subshifts. We call such a function F a compensation function. This result is motivated by the work of Boyle and Tuncel, who showed that such functions are related to how members of M(Y,T) lift, by it, to members of M(X, S) [B, T, Theorem 3.6] . To show the existence of F, we shall use the function W : C(X) -> R introduced in §2. We need the following result of Marcus, Petersen and Williams. PROOF. By the above discussion we can assume it is a one-block map. For each symbol c of Y fix a linear order on the set t_1(c) of symbols of X. These orderings give a natural lexicographical order on the set it~l(w) for each block w of Y. For an n-block w = (wi,..., wn) in Y and two symbols a, b of X with 7r(a) = Wi,ir(b) = wn, let U(w;a,b) denote the n-block (a,x2,x%,... ,x"_i,6) in it~1(w) which is smallest in the order on it^1(w), if such a block exists; otherwise put U(w; a, b) = (j). Let Xi be the subshift determined by the collection of all blocks of the form U(w;a,b); i.e., x = (x«)^ G Xi if whenever j < n the (n-j+ l)-b\ock (xj, Xj+i,..., xn) is a set of the form U(w; a, b). It is clear that X\Xi is open, and that SXi =Xi.
To see that 7r(Xi) = Y, let y = (yn) be any point of Y. For each n > 1 choose any point x^ £ X such that (x_¿l,x_)_l,,... ,Xn ) is smallest in the order on 7r-1(y_n,... ,yn). Choose a convergent subsequence {x^™^} in X and denote the limit by x. By construction of x^n^ we have 7r(x(n)) -•» y, and so 7r(x) = y. We have x G Xi, because if j < n, then (xj, ..., xn) is a subblock of (xi^,..., x^ ) for some large N, and hence (xj, ..., xn) = U((yj,..., yn); Xj, xn).
We now show that tt^ is bounded-to-one. Let y G Y. For each n > 1, 7T_1 (y~n, • • • j yn) H Xi is a union of at most k2 blocks in X of length 2n + 1 (where k is the number of symbols in X). Hence 7r_1(y) contains at most fc2 points of X. D We shall use this result with M = {h G C(X)\h = 0 on Xx and h < 0}. Note that any ßo G M(X, S) is W-bounded since W(g) > hß0(S\T) + Jgdßo > f gdß0.
We can now prove the main result of this section. (
ii) / P(S, Tt, F) dm = 0 Vm G M (Y, T).
(iii) {y G Y|P(5, tt, P)(y) = 0} is a total probability set for T (i.e., has measure one for each m G M(Y,T)).
PROOF. Assume (i) holds. We shall show / P(S, it, F) dm = 0 for every ergodic m G M (Y, T). Since each ergodic m is the equilibrium state of some V> G C(Y) and we know sup | hp{T)+ IP(S,it,F)dp+ f i)dp\p£M(Y,T)\ = sup |hp(T) + j t/> dpi p G M(Y, T) 1, we must have / P(S, t/>, P) dm < 0 for all ergodic m G M (Y, T) and hence for all m G M(Y,T). By Lemma 3.4 we know that for each ergodic m G M(Y,T) there is some ß £ M(X, S), which is the equilibrium state of P + (¡> o Tt for some (¡> £ C(Y), such that ß o 7t_1 = m. Then we have P(S,F + <t>on) = hm(T)+ í4>dm+ Í P(S,it,F)dm <hm(T) + j <l>dm<P(T,<t>),
and since P(S,F+ (J)ott) = P(T,<j>), we conclude that / P(S, Tt, F) dm = 0. Therefore (ii) holds.
If we assume (ii), then since P(S,Tt,F) is T-invariant we have P(S,it,F) = 0 a.e. for every ergodic member of M(Y, T) and hence for every member of M(Y, T). Hence (iii) holds. 4. Compensation functions and equilibrium states for subshifts of finite type. In this section both S: X -> X, T: Y -► Y will be topologically mixing subshifts of finite type and n : X -► Y will be a continuous surjection with n o S = T on. We shall relate compensation functions to equilibrium states and discuss different types of quotient maps n. We get a new way of viewing some of the results of [B,T] .
For convenience we shall assume our subshifts of finite type are of order one. This means that if {1,2,..., k} are the symbols for X then there is a k x k matrix A = [aij], with aij G {0,1} for each i,j, such that X consists of all bisequences (in)^ with aXnXn+1 = 1 Vn G Z. Similarly, Y is defined by a 0-1 matrix B. If X or Y is a subshift of finite type of higher order, the results of this section remain valid; only the condition (*) below needs restating slightly. Recall that S: X -+ X is topologically mixing iff there is some integer p > 0 with Ap having all of its entries strictly positive.
For a topologically mixing subshift of finite type, S : X -> X, there is a large subset of C(X) consisting of functions with unique equilibrium states. We now summarise what we need from this theory. For x = (i,,)?^ G X we let x+ denote the one-sided sequence x+ = (xo,xi,X2,...).
Let X+ denote the collection of all these points. If (a_n,..., a_i) is a block of symbols so that (a_n,..., a_i, xo) is allowed in X, then (a_n,... ,a_i,x+) denotes the one-sided point (a_n,a_(n_i),... ,a_i, xrj,xi,X2,...).
A function / G C(X) is called a one-sided function if f(x) = f(x') whenever x" = x'n Vn > 0. It then makes sense for / to be evaluated on one-sided sequences (xo,xi,...).
Two functions /i,/2 G C(X) are said to be cohomologous if there exists h £ C(X) with fi -f2 = ho S -h.
We now define a class of functions 7(X). We say / G 7{X) if / G C(X) and / is cohomologous to a one-sided function /o which satisfies the following condition:
, a_i,xo) is an allowable block in X exists when xrj = zo, is bounded above by a constant Cf0, and C/0(x+, z+) -» 0 as d(x+,z+) -► 0. (Here d is a metric on X+.) Then 7(X) is a linear subspace of C(X) and is dense in C(X) since it contains all functions depending on only finitely many coordinates of X. The space 7(X) includes all / with varn(/) < Can (0 < a < 1), studied in [B, R] , and the one-sided functions with J2ri=i var«(/) < °° studied in [Wi] . We have / G 7{X) implies foS,foS~x£7iX).
Recall that for ß £ M(X, S) the information function Iß : X -► R is defined, almost everywhere, by Iß = Iß(A/S~1A), where A is the (7-algebra generated by the positive coordinates. In [L, Wi, Wj] the case when Iß has a continuous version was studied. As we note below in Proposition 4.1, we shall be interested in measures ß for which Iß has a continuous version, and then Iß will denote the continuous version. A Markov measure for 5 is a ß £ M(X, S) for which Iß has a continuous version depending on only a fixed finite number of coordinates of x G X. Markov measures are precisely those measures which are equilibrium states of functions depending on a finite number of coordinates (see Proposition 4.1(iii)). Under this definition the support of a Markov measure on X is the whole of X. We have the following results: the proofs can be found in [R, B, L, Wi, Wj] . PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S: X -> X be a topologically mixing subshift of finite type. Let f £ 7(X). The following statements hold:
(i) The function f has a unique equilibrium state ßf.
(ii) The measure ßf is the only S-invariant probability with the property that there are constants a, ß > 0 satisfying a < ßf(o[xo,...,xn-i}n-i)exp(nP(S,f) -(S"/)(x)) < ß Vn > 1, Vx G X (iii) The function Iß/ has a continuous version which is a one-sided function satisfying condition (*). There is a constant c such that f is cohomologous to c -Ißf. Also P(S, -Inf) = 0, so that c = P(S, /). // / depends on only finitely many coordinates, then so does Ißf.
(iv) If f,g £ 7(X), then ßf = ßg iff 3c £ R such that f is cohomologous to g + c.
On the space Y we have the family 7(Y), and n relates 7(Y) and 7(X) as follows.
Lemma 4.1. If<j>£7(Y),then4>on£7(X).
PROOF. Choose p < 0 so that the zeroth coordinate of n(Spx) depends only on the coordinates (xq,xi,x2, ...). Then the zeroth coordinate of tt(Spx) has the form 9(xq, ..., x¡_i) for some /. It suffices to show that 4> G 7(Y) implies tf> o n o Sp G 7(X). We know <j> is cohomologous to a one-sided function (¡>o with C$0 (y+, u+) -» 0 as d(y+,u+) -> 0. Then <f>onoSp is cohomologous to (f>oonoSp, which is one-sided, We use Greek letters such as 4> for members of C{Y), and if 0 G 7(Y) we denote its unique equilibrium state by m^. We denote elements of C(X) by f,g,h, etc.; and when / G 7(X), we denote its unique equilibrium state by ßf.
From Lemma 4.1 we know that if / G 7(X) and <j> £ 7(Y) then f + tf>on £ 7(X).
When F £ 7(X), we have the following equivalent conditions for F + c to be a compensation function for some c £ R. ßF+<t>on{x Myo---yn-iJ) x exp(n(P(5, F + rß o tt) -P(S, F + <j>on)) + (TnJ>)(y) -(Tnxb)(y)) < b2ty).
Using ßF+<t,oir ° it-1 = m^,, we have
X exp(n(P(S, P + xp o n) -P(T, rb) -P(S, F + cj>on) + P(T, <j>)))
So depending on the sign of P(S,F + tbon)-P(T,ib)-P(S,F + <i)on) + P(T,<b),
we have either PF+i,o«{*~HC))/mi,(C) < b2ty)c2(4>)/Cl(rb) for all cylinder sets C or
for all cylinder sets C. In the first case we have ßF+^on on~x <£i m^, and in the second case m,/, <C ßF+Tjjon ° it-1', and since both measures are ergodic, they must be equal. Therefore,
P(S, F + tbon)-P(T, xb) = P(S, F + <b o n) -P(T, <j>) W> G 7(Y),
and therefore for all 0 G C(Y). If we let c = P(T, <b) -P(S, F + <bon), then c + F is a compensation function.
We have now proved the equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Since (v) implies (iv), it will suffice to show that (i) implies (v). This follows from Corollary 3.4. D From (iv) we see that if we know that the unique measure with maximal entropy for T, mo, lifts to a measure ß which is the equilibrium state of some F £ 7(X), then F + c is a compensation function for some c£ R.
Notice that when we know P G 7(X) is a compensation function, then the map m<¿, -♦ /¿f+^ott gives an injection from the class of all measures which are equilibrium state of functions in 7{Y) to the corresponding class for X.
In [B, T] it was shown that if we know some Markov measure ßi £ M(X, S) projects to some Markov measure mi G M(Y,T), then F = -Ißl + Imi ° it is a compensation function. We can see this from Theorem 4.1, because ßi is the unique equilibrium state for -Ißl and mi is the unique equilibrium state for -Jmi, so by (iv) c -Ißl + Imi o n is a compensation function for some c G R. Putting <b = -Imi in P(S, c -Ißl + Imi o n + <b o n) = P(T, 4>), we get c = 0. By applying (iii) we see that for every Markov measure m G M(Y, T) there is a Markov measure ß for S which is the unique one such that -Iß +Imon is cohomologous to -Ißl + Imi o n. When the map n is finite-to-one, we have the following result of Tuncel. (When S, T are topologically mixing subshifts of finite type, then n is finite-tc-one iff n is bounded-to-one.) 
PROOF. (i)=>(iii). If Tt is finite-to-one, then hß(S) = hßOV-i(T) Mß £ M(X,S),
so that P(S, <f)on) = P(T, <b) V0 G C{Y). If ßo, mo denote the measures of maximal entropy on X, Y, then, by Proposition 4.2, ßo o n-1 = mo, and, moreover, ßo is the only member of M(X, S) that projects to mo-Suppose P G 7(X) and F is a compensation function. Then the equilibrium state, ßF, for F projects to mo, so ßF = ßo-By Proposition 4.1(iv) F is cohomologous to a constant c; but then P(T, 0) = P(S, F) = P(S, c) = c + P(S, 0)=c + P(T, 0), so c = 0. It suffices to show (ii)=>(i). But (ii) implies h(S) = h(T), and by a result of Parry and Tuncel [P,T, p. 56] n is finite-to-one. D
We noted in Proposition 4.2 that when n is finite-to-one each Markov measure m on Y is covered by a unique Markov measure on X. However, when n is not a finite-to-one map, Boyle and Tuncel [B,T, §7] Finite-to-one factor maps are special cases of uniform factor maps. The factor map n is called uniform if the unique measure of maximal entropy for S projects by n to the unique measure of maximal entropy for T [B,T] . From Theorem 4.1 it follows that n is uniform iff it has a constant for a compensation function. Another equivalent condition is that there exist a constant c such that {y G Y|P(5, n, 0)(y) = c} is a total probability set for T. This follows from Theorem 3.3.
We now consider another condition for P G 7(X) to be a compensation function. If r is the smallest natural number for which a g exists so that the zeroth coordinate of n(x) depends only on (xq,..., xq+r_i) Vx G X, then we define a cylinder set in 7T-1(o[yo,---,yn-i] The following is an example of a code in class (iv) but not in class (hi). Let Y = {a,b}z, and let X be the subshift of {ai,a2,b}z determined by allowing the transitions marked on Diagram 1. The map n is the one-block map determined by mapping ai and a2 to a and 6 to 6. We shall use Theorem 4.5 to show that G o n is not a compensation function for any G £ 7{Y). Suppose G G 7{Y) and G o n is a compensation function. There are positive constants, a, ß, such that a < e^^frVHolîto,... ,y"-i]n-i)| < ß for all n > 1 and all y G Y Let y be the point a°°, which has yn = aVn£ Z.
Then a < enG(-a°°\n + 1) <ß. If G(a°°) > 0, then the middle term goes to oo, if G(a°°) < 0 the middle term goes to zero, and if G(a°°) = 0 the middle term goes to oo. Since none of these can happen, we know there is no compensation function in 7{Y). However, for any t < 0 the function
is a compensation function. This follows from Theorem 4.6 and the calculation fc ekF{ai,ai) + y-exp((i -l)F(al,a1) + F(a2,a1)) = ekt + ¿ e^-1>*(l -e') = ekt + ^\(ekt -1) = 1.
An example of a code in class (v) is the code of Marcus, Petersen and Williams, which they showed maps no Markov measure on X to a Markov measure on Y [M,P,W]. Here the space Y is the subset of {a, b}z defined by the allowable transitions given in Diagram 2: The space X has 24 symbols, and the allowable transitions are given in Diagram 3, where only the symbols b,ai,ai,a2, a2,a2 are given names and the other symbols are represented by dots.
The map n : X -* Y is the one-block map defined by sending b to b and sending all other symbols for X to the symbol a for Y. We shall use [zq, ..., 2n-i] We shall use the following three properties of n: for any k > 0
Suppose there is a compensation function F £ 7(X). Since any function cohomologous to F is also a compensation function, we can assume F is a one-sided function satisfying condition (*). By Theorem 4.3 there are positive constants a,ß such that (4)
" < E exp((S"P)(x)) < ß Vn > 1, Vy G Y xGEn{y) and for all sets En (y) consisting of one point from each cylinder set in by at most 2w2m(P). Since we can let k -> oo, we get (9) P([aiai]°°) + HK^r) = 0.
Similarly, using (6), we get (10) FdaW^]00) + F([a'2'a2a'2r) + F([a2a'2a'2T) = 0.
We now use (8), (9), (10) by at most w2fc(P). When ji = 4 we do a similar argument, using (10) instead of (9) to deal with the extra terms. We then deal with the next 6fc+2 terms in the sum (11) by considering Cjj (fc), and continue in this way. We get that expression (11) has absolute value at most 3iVu;2fc(P). Putting this in (8) gives 2Arexp(-3^w2fc(P)) < /îe"*"" VJV.Jfe > 1.
Therefore 2exp(-3w2fc(P)) < 1, contradicting the fact that w2fc(P) -► 0 as fc -> oo.
5. An example where no compensation function exists. We now give an example of two topologically transitive homeomorphisms S: X -> X, T: Y -> Y and a continuous surjection n : X -► Y with nS = Tn for which no compensation function exists. Both S and T are subshifts of a shift on a countable number of symbols. We first describe the space X. Suppose W = {0} U {l/n}f° with the topology inherited from R. Let A, = {1, ¿}, A2 = { §, \, ±}, A3 = { §, $}, A4 = {|,gj^}, etc. Then {An} partitions {l/n|n > 1}, and A2n+i has two members, and A2n has three members for all n > 1. Let Xn = Az, considered as a subset of Wz. The closed sets Xn are mutually disjoint subsets of Wz, and U^Li-^n has closure {000} U L^Li^m where 0°° is the point in Wz whose components are all 0. Let U: Wz -► Wz denote the shift map. Then h(U\x2 ) = log 3 and HU\x,n+1) = log2. Let X0 = {000} U U~=1 Xn.
We want to find a point w G Wz so that Xo is contained in the closure, X, of {Unz\n £ Z) and every ß G M(X, Í7|X) has ß(X0) = 1. We can do this by making a list consisting of all blocks of zeros, all blocks that occur in X\, all blocks that occur in X2, etc., and constructing z = (z^f^, by writing down this list of blocks in some order to give the sequence (2n)?oo-Let S = U\X. Clearly Xo C X. If bj G X\Xo and ui = (wn)?°oo contains a block of symbols Bi ■ B2 • P3, where Pi and B2 are blocks from different Xn and #2 and P3 are blocks from different Xm, then w is a wandering point for S : X -> X. The only other possibility for a point <jj £ X\Xo is that for some N all the symbols ojt, for i < N, are symbols from some Xn, and uii, for i > N, are symbols from some Xk,k / n. If Q(S) denotes the nonwandering set of S, then such a point cannot belong to fi(S|n(s)). Therefore ß G M(X, S) implies m(Xo) = 1-Since ß £ M(X,S) implies ß(X0) = 1, we have P(S,f) = P(S\Xo,f\Xo) by the variational principle. Let n: X -> Wz be defined by mapping the symbol 0 to itself and by mapping each member of An to the symbol 1/n. Let Y = 7r(X) and T = U\Y. Hence the image of Xn is one point y(n) G Y and y(n) -> O00. Each point y'™' is a fixed point of T. By the same reasoning as above every member of M(Y,T) is concentrated on {O00} U {y(n)|n > 1}, so that P(T,<b) = max(0(O~),sup{<Ky(n))|n > 1}).
Let us suppose there exists P G C(X) with P(S, F+4>on) = P(T, <}>) V</> G C(Y). For each k > 1 and each b > 0 let (j>kb) £ C(Y) have the property that 4>k](y{n)) = 0 if n ¿ k and 4>kb)(ym) = b. Then P(T,cbkb)) = b. Therefore 6 = P(5,P + ^i,)) = max(P(0oo),P(5fc,Pfc) + 6, sup{P(5n,P")|n ^ fc}), where Sn = S\Xn and Fn = P|x"-By considering large 6 we see that P(Sk,Fk) = 0. This is true for each fc > 1. Therefore -suppt < h(Sk) < -infFk, and, using the continuity of F, this gives h(Sk) -* -F(0°°). However, h(S2n) = log3 and h(S2n+i) = log2, so limfc-.oo h(Sk) does not exist. This contradiction shows that no compensation function exists.
